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Abstract Over the past decade, deep learning has

demonstrated superior performances in solving many

problems in various fields of medicine compared with other

machine learning methods. To understand how deep

learning has surpassed traditional machine learning tech-

niques, in this review, we briefly explore the basic learning

algorithms underlying deep learning. In addition, the pro-

cedures for building deep learning-based classifiers for

seizure electroencephalograms and gastric tissue slides are

described as examples to demonstrate the simplicity and

effectiveness of deep learning applications. Finally, we

review the clinical applications of deep learning in radi-

ology, pathology, and drug discovery, where deep learning

has been actively adopted. Considering the great advan-

tages of deep learning techniques, deep learning will be

increasingly and widely utilized in a wide variety of dif-

ferent areas in medicine in the coming decades.

Keywords Artificial intelligence � Deep neural networks �
Drug discovery � Medical image analysis

Introduction

Machine learning is a field of study which has amassed a

collection of various methods that can automatically detect

common or even subtle patterns hidden in datasets using a

computer (Rajkomar et al. 2019). Deep learning is a sub-

field of machine learning, which is commonly character-

ized by algorithms consisting of multi-layered artificial

neural networks, especially those containing more than

four layers. Because deep learning can extract universal

features in very complex datasets, it has exhibited

improved performance in many tasks compared to other

machine learning techniques (Lecun et al. 2015). These

merits have allowed deep learning to become a new

approach that can efficiently solve various problems in

medicine (Mamoshina et al. 2016; Miotto et al. 2018; Yu

et al. 2018). Recent advances in deep learning have

demonstrated that diagnoses of diverse diseases based on

the classification of radiologic images and histologic slides

has almost surpassed human capabilities (Teare et al. 2017;

Veta et al. 2015). Deep learning can also provide an out-

standing accuracy on the detection of retinopathy from

retinal fundus photographs (Gulshan et al. 2016). With the

great promises of deep learning technology, the application

of deep learning has been expanded to pharmaceutical

research, including drug discovery (Chen et al. 2018). The

active adoption of various traditional computational

methods has enabled the pioneering application of deep

learning in the field of drug discovery, where deep learning

has already exceeded the performance of traditional com-

puter-aided analyzers.

As big datasets are essential prerequisites for the deep

learning technology, biomedical data quickly became an

attractive candidate for the application of deep learning.

However, given that proper data annotation and the
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application of appropriate deep learning algorithms are

necessary depending on the characteristics of medical

datasets, it is critical that experts in both deep learning and

medicine share fundamental knowledge of each field for

the successful utilization of deep learning in medicine.

Although there are several reviews on deep learning in

biomedicine (Cao et al. 2018; Mamoshina et al. 2016;

Ching et al. 2018), they are more appropriate for the

experts in machine learning. Therefore, to provide general

ideas of deep learning to the biomedical researchers and

clinicians who have biologic backgrounds without profes-

sional knowledge of mathematics and computer sciences,

in this review, we will first go over the basic concepts of

deep learning algorithms, followed by two examples of

how to build a deep learning-based classifier. In the second

part, we will review recent applications of deep learning-

based techniques in several fields of medicine. Finally, we

will briefly discuss current limitations of deep learning and

offer perspectives on the future of deep learning.

Basic principles of deep learning and neural
networks

The basic concept of machine learning

Deep learning is a type of machine learning, so we first

introduce the basic concepts of machine learning. Machine

learning is one approach to data analysis that detects pat-

terns in the data and then uses these patterns to predict

future outcomes. When considering biomedical datasets,

two main types of machine learning are widely utilized: the

first is supervised learning and the second is unsupervised

learning (Murphy 2012; Deo 2015). Supervised learning

works by learning a mapping from inputs to outputs based

on given labels for the set of input–output pairs. When the

outputs are presented as categorical variables, this mapping

task is known as a classification problem. For example, if a

machine learning agent learns to distinguish normal and

tumor tissues on pathologic slides based on the labels of

either ‘‘normal’’ or ‘‘tumor,’’ this is regarded as a classifi-

cation problem in supervised learning. On the other hand, if

the outputs are real-valued scalars, then this is known as a

regression problem. Take for example a dataset regarding

lipid metabolism-related gene expression profiles and

blood cholesterol levels for thousands of patients. Here, a

machine learning agent can learn to predict blood choles-

terol levels for new patients based on these gene expression

profiles. If the agent is trained using a dataset containing

exact values of the cholesterol, this is an example of

supervised learning solving a regression problem. Note that

this example can instead be considered as a classification

problem if the output format is represented as low,

medium, or high levels of cholesterol instead of a contin-

uous range.

The second approach to machine learning is unsuper-

vised learning, which consists of learning without specific

labels. One of the most common examples of unsupervised

learning is known as clustering (Saxena et al. 2017). In

more detail, consider a situation where there are thousands

of nuclear images of various cells collected from

histopathologic slides. These images can be automatically

clustered into a fixed number of groups based on some

measure of similarity identified by the machine learning

agent. Because there is no specific label for this task, it is

considered as unsupervised learning.

Taken together, biomedical datasets can be analyzed

using two representative types of machine learning algo-

rithms: supervised and unsupervised learning. Which

approach is more appropriate is determined by the types of

questions being asked and the various properties of the data

being considered.

Optimization of model parameters

Among the many available machine learning algorithms, a

general method of formalizing learning patterns in data is

through function approximation. When the data can be

understood using an unknown function f, the goal is to

approximate f using the given data. This approximated

function then acts as a model for the problem, and is thus

known as a model-based approach to machine learning.

After a model is constructed using a training dataset, it is

validated using test datasets to verify the effectiveness of

the model. For example, when we have some coordinates

that appeared to be arranged in a line, we can try to explain

it with a linear function, i.e., y = ax (Fig. 1a). In this case,

we should determine the proper value for a parameter ‘a’ to

optimally explain the observed data. If the dataset (x, y) are

consist of (0.5, 0.25), (1, 0.5), (3.5, 1.75), and (5.5, 2.75),

the best one-parameter equation that can explain this

dataset will be y = 0.5x (Fig. 1a). Though analytical

solutions exist for low-order polynomial fits, for illustrative

purposes, computers can execute this fitting task by per-

forming regression analysis in an iterative manner. If an

initial value of ‘a’ is randomly assigned to 2, then the

computer measures how wrong the current value of the

parameter ‘a’ is in order to find a way to optimize it into 0.5

(Fig. 1b). Briefly, at each data-point, the error between the

observed value (y) and the predicted one (ŷ) is measured

and the overall error of a current model can be presented as

the mean squared error (MSE). The MSE of the model can

be computed as,
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MSE ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

yi � ŷið Þ2

and thus,

MSE ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

yi � axið Þ2

When we plot calculated MSE values against all pos-

sible ‘a’ values, we can easily figure out that the gradient,

DMSE/Da, is always opposite to the direction of the min-

imum MSE (Fig. 1c). In this example, when ‘a’ is 2, the

calculated gradient is 32.81, meaning that ‘a’ should be

smaller than 2 because the gradient has a positive value.

Thus, the correct value of ‘a’, resulting in the minimum

MSE, can be obtained if the value of ‘a’ is adjusted fol-

lowing the direction opposite the gradient (Fig. 1d). When

an error function, such as the MSE, is at its minimum

value, the model is now considered to explain the data

optimally. This procedure is called gradient descent opti-

mization of parameters (Bishop 2006) and is the basis of

the parameter optimization in deep learning. Even if the

model is very complex and has many parameters, gradient

descent can be applied to obtain optimal values for all

parameters because the partial derivatives of each param-

eter in the error function can guide the direction of the

minimum error for the parameter. The error-measuring

function, like the MSE, is often called the error function,

loss function, or objective function and should be designed

to be differentiable for applying gradient descent method.

In summary, the parameters can be adjusted to build an

optimal model for any observed phenomena by gradient

descent, because the gradient of error function can guide

the direction of the parameter modifications to minimize

the error and thus maximize the validity of a model. One

note of caution is that nonlinear optimization problems

with a large parameter space typically have many local

minima, and only one global minimum, and various tech-

niques, from simulated annealing to genetic algorithms,

have been applied to more rigorously minimize the error

while using gradient descent methods.

The basic concept of deep neural networks

Deep learning is a type of machine learning that utilizes

deep artificial neural networks. Ever since artificial neural

networks were introduced more than 70 years ago (Mc-

culloch and Pitts 1943), the core concepts behind typical

neural networks have not changed much, despite under-

going a few modifications (Fig. 2a). Basic artificial neural

network structures use nodes and edges that correspond to

neural cell bodies and neurites, respectively. Nodes in the

input layer are connected to the other nodes in the next

layer by edges (Fig. 2a). The edge has a weight, a

parameter that reflects the strength of the connection

between the two nodes. A typical neural network is com-

posed of one input layer, one output layer, and variable

numbers of hidden layers in between. If a neural network

has multiple hidden layers, it is then called a deep neural

network (Fig. 2b). Basically, the values in each node of the

Fig. 1 Gradient descent

optimization algorithm for

parameter optimization. a As an

example, the data (closed circle)

was obtained from an unknown

linear function y = ax. To

explain the data, the parameter

‘a’ should be determined. b As

one of the methods to determine

the correct value of ‘a’, it can be

iteratively optimized from a

randomly assigned value. c The

mean squared error (MSE) can

measure the error of the current

model. If the MSE is plotted

against ‘a’, the gradient, DMSE/

Da (dotted arrow), is always

opposite to the direction of the

minimum MSE. d If the value

of ‘a’ is adjusted along the

opposite direction of the

gradient, the optimal value of

‘a’ can be obtained
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input layer are multiplied by weights, which are summed to

the nodes in the next layer. Thus, each node in the first

hidden layer incorporates all the information in the input

nodes with different weights, generating a variety of pos-

sible simplified representations to distinguish the differ-

ences in the dataset (Fig. 2b). Then, the information in the

nodes of the first hidden layer is integrated into the nodes

of the next hidden layer, i.e., the values in all the nodes of

the first hidden layer are again multiplied by different

weights to produce different values in each node of the

second hidden layer. As this process is repeated in the

multiple layers, more advanced criteria that can separate

the differences in the dataset can be established, since the

number of differential combinations of the nodes is

increased. Training of deep neural networks aims to

determine the weight values producing the minimum error

function, which represents the optimal model to explain a

dataset. During training, weights are optimized to trans-

form the initial raw input variables into more useful fea-

tures. Then, subsets of the initial features are selected to

construct more abstract features in deeper layers, which are

differential combinations of the original features (Fig. 2b).

As these selected features contain the relevant information

from the input data, the desired task can be performed by

using this dimensionally reduced representation. This is

how feature extraction and selection is carried out by deep

neural networks.

One of the advantages of deep learning technology is

that we can explain very complex phenomena by using a

neural network model, provided that all of the weights of a

deep neural network are successfully optimized. The

weight optimization can be accomplished by the gradient

descent described in the previous section, although the

direct application of this method has a limitation in that the

errors in the output layer are not directly linked to the

parameters of earlier layers. Development of the back-

propagation of error method (Rumelhart et al. 1986) nicely

solved this issue, enabling complicated designs of deep

neural networks for explaining complex data. Furthermore,

continual developments of more robust optimization algo-

rithms have allowed for faster learning of optimized

parameters (Duchi et al. 2011; Kingma and Ba 2017), thus

widening the applicability of deep learning.

The strength of deep learning comes from the multi-

layered ‘deep’ architecture. As the data goes through

multiple layers, more complex and abstract features in the

input data can be extracted because each node in a layer

can process the information collected from all the nodes in

the previous layers (Fig. 2b). This type of learning is called

representation learning, which can extract multiple high-

level features in complex data. For this reason, deep

learning could diminish the necessity of extensive feature

engineering based on domain expertise, which has been a

core task of traditional machine learning methods (Lecun

et al. 2015). Despite the many highly significant advan-

tages of deep learning technology, there has been another

bottleneck impeding the widespread adoption of deep

learning, the requirement of big datasets. Data size is a

critical factor as adding more data points can result in a

better model for representing the characteristics underlying

a specific dataset (Fig. 3). Moreover, since the deep net-

works should learn all the features from a given dataset

without any prior knowledge, it is essential that plenty of

data be supplied to deep neural networks for successful

learning. Recent accumulation of biomedical big data will

Fig. 2 Deep artificial neural network. a The basic component of an artificial neural network. Each input value is assigned to each node in the

input layer. Nodes in the input layer are connected to output node by edges which have their own weights to determine how the inputs affect the

output. The weighted sum of inputs is calculated for the output node, which then passes the sum through an activation function to produce an

outcome. An activation function performs a nonlinear transformation and thus the neural network can learn to process nonlinear phenomena.

b The basic structure of a deep neural network. Layers between the input and output layers are called hidden layers because their values are not

directly visible. This figure schematically shows that nodes in layers learn a hierarchy of compositional features with the progression of layers.

Diagrams in nodes represent extracted features, which become more complex by manipulating the weighted composition of features in previous

layers. This figure is drawn for explaining purpose and is not a perfect reflection on how features are learned in real-world examples
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ease and streamline the application of deep learning, pro-

viding great promise for the field of medicine.

There are many different types of deep neural networks

(Goodfellow et al. 2016). The network architecture in

Fig. 2b is called a fully connected feed-forward deep

neural network and is a basic form of the deep neural

network. Other network architectures can be formulated to

enhance the learning by using specialized data structures.

For example, a convolutional neural network (CNN) can be

applied to data with a grid-structured topology, such as

images (Shin et al. 2016b), whereas recurrent neural net-

works (RNNs) can be applied for sequential datasets such

as language (Graves et al. 2013). As each type of neural

network is specialized for specific learning, combining

multiple existing frameworks or developing a new archi-

tecture will greatly improve the feasibility of neural net-

works for interpreting complicated phenomena.

Two examples of how to construct deep learning-

based classifiers

In this section, we will describe how to build deep learn-

ing-based classifiers using the example of an EEG seizure

auto-detecting algorithm (Fig. 4) (Jang and Cho 2019), and

tumor classification algorithm for gastric cancer (Fig. 5).

As a basic and standard neural network structure, we chose

the fully connected deep neural network with two hidden

layers to build a seizure autodetector. Then, we determined

how to best supply EEG data as inputs to neural networks,

as data preprocessing often greatly improves the efficiency

of neural networks. Continuous EEG signals were split into

5-s segments and every segment was annotated as either a

seizure or non-seizure segment, resulting in the production

of 28,616 seizure and 76,464 non-seizure segments. Then,

these EEG segment data was divided into two datasets for

training and validation. To test the accuracy of a classifier,

10% of the entire seizure and non-seizure segments were

randomly assigned for validation, i.e., data not used for

training, in every trial. Since the EEG sensor was set to

collect the data at 1000 Hz, the 5-s segments had 5000

data-points. Thus, we initially used all the 5000 raw data-

points as inputs without any preprocessing and let the

network learn to distinguish seizure or non-seizure data.

Briefly, we labeled seizure segments with (1, 0) and non-

seizure segments with (0, 1), and organized the output layer

of the deep neural network to yield a pair of values between

0 and 1 (Fig. 4a). The parameters of the network were

initially set to have random values. As a result, the accu-

racy of this network showing the correct answer was ini-

tially around 50% because the network randomly classified

data into two categories. The error function adopted was

categorical cross-entropy, which yields a minimum value

when the label is identical with the output of the network.

When the network classifies all of the input data correctly,

this error function would necessarily become minimal. To

accomplish that, gradient descent could automatically

adjust the randomly initialized parameters to minimize the

cross-entropy error function, making the deep neural net-

work optimized for classifying seizure and non-seizure

segments. This is the core process underlying deep learn-

ing. During the optimization processes, the nodes are

automatically adjusted to extract proper features in the

input data for distinguishing differences between groups

(Fig. 2b). After learning, the accuracy for the validation

dataset was around 95.5%, which was not acceptable for a

state-of-the-art classifier. We speculated that each of the

raw EEG inputs had a low signal to noise ratio in spite of

5000 data-points, failing to provide meaningful inputs to

discriminate two different groups. To improve the learning

accuracy, we decided to modify raw EEG traces by doing

Fig. 3 Example demonstrating the relationship between the size of the data and the quality of the model. Data (filled circles) was obtained from

a function represented by the dotted line. a A model (solid line) was made from 10 data points (filled circles) and did not correctly represent the

original function. b A model was made from 20 data points that did faithfully represent the original function. Although this example is an

oversimplified version, the necessity of a large quantity of data for deep learning is obvious, considering the complexity of real-world problems

and the millions to billions of parameters that must be optimized in a deep neural network
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spectral analysis, generating periodogram results that show

a simple frequency-power distribution in each 5-s EEG

segment (Fig. 4b). Since epileptic brain rhythms primarily

have frequency bands less than 100 Hz, we obtained

periodogram results between 0 and 99 Hz, leading to the

reduction of the input number from 5000 to 100. When we

fed the periodogram results into a new neural network with

fewer nodes, the accuracy for the network was improved to

around 99.5%. In summary, sensitivity and specificity for

test set were 93.7% and 98.2% for raw input and 96.5% and

98.9% for periodogram, respectively. In this example,

although we could achieve a better learning accuracy by

choosing a different format of inputs to a deep neural

network, there are many other adjustable factors in order to

attain the best learning accuracy. For instance, when a

CNN was used instead of fully connected neural networks,

the accuracy increased to 99.9%, indicating that the

endeavor to find the optimal factors is critical for building a

successful deep neural network-based classifier.

Next, for constructing a tumor classifier for stomach

tissue, we used TCGA-STAD dataset (https://portal.gdc.

cancer.gov/projects/TCGA-STAD). TCGA-STAD dataset

contains 442 digitally scanned whole slide images (WSI) of

stomach tissues from patients with gastric cancer. We

chose 379 scanned slides with a good quality where normal

and the tumor area was annotated by pathologists (Fig. 5a).

Because the size of WSI was very large, for example, a

slide in Fig. 5 had 93,623 9 84,294 pixels in a 209

magnified view, it was unable to build a classifier based on

a whole image. Thus, after the slide was divided into

segments (i.e., 360 9 360 pixels), a classifier was built to

distinguish between normal or tumor segments. We

Fig. 4 Example of a deep neural network for classification of seizure electroencephalograms (modified from Jang and Cho 2019 with consent).

a Left: The deep neural network used to classify raw input data. It receives 5000 raw data points for 5-s segment and processes the input with 2

hidden layers, containing 1000 and 250 nodes. Two output nodes yield the probability for seizure and non-seizure, respectively. The network was

trained to yield the output (1, 0) for seizures and (0, 1) for a non-seizure EEG series. Right: Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve for

the classifier of raw EEG inputs. Area under the curve (AUC) was 0.972. b Left: The deep neural network to classify the periodogram result from

a 5-s segment. The input layer receives 100 values corresponding 0 to 99 Hz periodogram results. The hidden layers contain 250 and 125 nodes.

Right: ROC curve for the classifier of periodogram result. AUC was 0.980

Fig. 5 Classification of a

stomach tissue slide from the

test set. a Annotation of normal

(blue) and tumor (red) in the

tissue section by pathologists.

b A classification result between

normal and tumor areas by

trained CNN. c Full tissue

classification results
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randomly split 379 WSI into a training set with 342 images

and a test set with 37 images. A CNN-based classifier was

trained to distinguish normal and tumor segments collected

from the 342 training WSI. We labeled tumor segments

with (1, 0) and normal segments with (0, 1), and trained the

CNN network with categorical cross-entropy error func-

tion. Thus, the training process was fundamentally almost

the same as the training of seizure autodetector. After

training, the classification accuracy of all the annotated

segments collected from the test set was 95.4%. Since the

classifier was built to distinguish small segments of WSI,

we overlaid the classification results for segments in the

annotated area for comparison (Fig. 5b). The overall

results of the classifier were comparable to the annotation

done by pathologists (Fig. 5a). When we overlaid the

classification results on the whole slide, we could clearly

see how tumor tissue was demarcated in the stomach tissue

slides (Fig. 5c). In this example, even though we did not

apply any feature engineering on slide images, the CNN

network effectively learned to distinguish normal and

tumor tissues.

Applications of deep learning in medicine

Application of deep learning for the analysis

of radiologic images

As the picture archiving and communication system

(PACS) has been widely used for more than 20 years

(Huang 2011), deep learning can utilize an ample amount

of digitized data. As a result, hundreds of different studies

analyzing radiology images based on the deep learning

technique have been recently reported (Litjens et al. 2017).

Most of the studies utilized a CNN, an architecture of deep

neural networks specialized for image data, as the CNN

mimics the function of the visual cortex, which can extract

local motifs such as lines and edges in order to construct

visual features, and thus the CNN demonstrates improved

performance on image-based input data. Application of

deep learning on radiologic images can be largely divided

into three tasks: classification, detection, and segmentation

(Chartrand et al. 2017). Classification tasks can be defined

as sorting out the radiologic images into discrete classes

such as the presence or absence of the disease, or the

judgment of malignant or benign tumors. For example,

pulmonary tuberculosis can be successfully distinguished

from normal chest X-ray findings (Lakhani and Sundaram

2017). Moreover, deep learning can classify whether breast

lesions and pulmonary nodules are benign or malignant

(Cheng et al. 2016), in addition to the excellent discrimi-

nation of prostate malignancies in the prostate magnetic

resonance (MR) images (Wang et al. 2017b). Deep

learning-assisted detection is the task to find focal lesions

in the radiologic images with the information of where the

lesions are located. For instance, deep learning algorithms

can identify various pulmonary lesions including emphy-

sema, fibrosis, or micronodules in lung images (Setio et al.

2016; Gao et al. 2018; Nam et al. 2018). In addition,

enlarged lymph nodes or colonic polyps in computer

tomography (CT) images (Roth et al. 2016), and cerebral

microbleeding in MR images (Qi et al. 2016) can be

detected by utilizing deep neural networks. Finally, seg-

mentation identifies meaningful pixels or voxels compos-

ing an organ or a structure of interest. The final results of

segmentation can be usually presented as the outline fol-

lowing the contour of the target structure. To apply seg-

mentation to radiology, many studies tried to differentiate

brain subregions (Lian et al. 2018; Moeskops et al. 2016;

Akkus et al. 2017), or prostate substructures (Guo et al.

2016) in MR images. Efforts to segregate different body

parts in transverse CT slices have also been directed at

developing automatic segmentation of target organs

(Zhennan et al. 2016). Recently, automatic identification of

the lesions in multiple sclerosis has been reported by

analyzing brain MR images (Brosch et al. 2016), demon-

strating another great advancement in deep learning tech-

niques to support the diagnosis of various diseases from

radiologic images. However, considering the complex

nature of various diseases and the different resolutions of

diverse imaging tools, a full diagnosis system may be

needed to utilize the multiple approaches combining clas-

sification, detection, and segmentation processes in deep

learning to draw a precise conclusion (Kuan et al. 2017).

We briefly summarized recent papers using deep learning

to analyze radiologic images in Table 1. There are also

more extensive reviews covering deep learning on radio-

logic images (Litjens et al. 2017; Bernal et al. 2019; Shen

et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2017).

Application of deep learning for the analysis

of pathology slides

Computer-aided diagnostic procedures in pathology have

attracted considerable attention for decades (Mendelsohn

et al. 1965; Bloom and Weinstein 1985). In a simple

preparation, such as pap smear screening, traditional

machine learning could show an acceptable diagnostic

accuracy (Wilbur et al. 1998), suggesting the high potential

of artificial intelligence in the field of pathology. Recently,

as whole slide imaging has become a routine process in

developed countries (Farahani et al. 2015), the accumula-

tion of digital images has enabled deep learning-based

approaches for detecting pathologic findings. For example,

deep learning showed superior performance for mitosis

detection in breast cancer histopathology images (Veta
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et al. 2015). The detection of cancer metastasis can be also

facilitated by deep learning (Wang et al. 2016). Moreover,

deep learning can assess and score the expression of

diagnostic markers such as HER2 in tissue slides (Van-

denberghe et al. 2017), in addition to the prediction of

genetic mutations (Coudray et al. 2018), providing addi-

tional information to support medical decisions. In addition

to the diagnostic applications, the functional status of

major organs including the kidney, liver, and lung can be

estimated from slide images. A recent study nicely

demonstrated that renal function could be predicted from

kidney biopsy images using a CNN (Ledbetter et al. 2017).

These various examples can illustrate how widely deep

learning can be applied. We briefly summarized exemplary

articles applying deep learning for analyzing pathologic

slides in Table 2. For more specialized information, we

recommend to read more extensive reviews of deep

learning in pathology (Litjens et al. 2017; Komura and

Ishikawa 2018; Janowczyk and Madabhushi 2016; Chang

et al. 2019). Since deep learning can already perform

versatile tasks including the cancer diagnosis and subtype

distinction to the level of human physicians (Coudray et al.

2018; Esteva et al. 2017) and even well-trained patholo-

gists often fail to achieve diagnostic concordance (Elmore

et al. 2015; Brimo et al. 2010), deep learning can become a

major supportive tool to the pathologists for increasing the

accuracy and efficiency of histopathological diagnosis in a

near future (Litjens et al. 2016).

Table 1 Brief overview of papers using deep learning to analyze radiologic images

Organ Modality Task References

Abdomen CT Detection (lymph node metastasis) Roth et al. (2016)

Abdomen CT Detection (polyp) Nappi et al. (2016)

Abdomen CT Segmentation (bladder cancer) Cha et al. (2016)

Abdomen CT Segmentation (liver) Lu et al. (2017)

Abdomen MRI Classification (prostate cancer) Wang et al. (2017b)

Abdomen MRI Segmentation (kidney) Haghighi et al. (2018)

Abdomen MRI Segmentation (pancreas) Cai et al. (2016)

Abdomen MRI Segmentation (prostate) Milletari et al. (2016)

Brain fMRI Classification (Alzheimer’s disease) Hosseini-Asl et al. (2018)

Brain MRI Detection (microbleed detection) Qi et al. (2016)

Brain MRI Segmentation (anatomical structures) Moeskops et al. (2016)

Brain MRI Segmentation (brain tumor) Akkus et al. (2017)

Brain MRI Segmentation (brain tumors and ischemic stroke) Kamnitsas et al. (2017)

Brain MRI Segmentation (multiple sclerosis lesion) Brosch et al. (2016)

Brain MRI Segmentation (perivascular space) Lian et al. (2018)

Brain MRI Segmentation (striatum segmentation) Choi and Jin (2016)

Breast MG Classification (breast mass) Sun et al. (2017)

Breast MG Detection (breast mass) Kooi et al. (2017)

Heart CT Detection (coronary calcification) Wolterink et al. (2016)

Heart MRI Segmentation (cardiac chambers) Bai et al. (2018)

Lung CT Classification (interstitial lung disease) Christodoulidis et al. (2017)

Lung CT Classification (lung nodules) Ciompi et al. (2017)

Lung CT Detection (emphysema, fibrosis, and etc.) Gao et al. (2018)

Lung CT Detection (lung cancer) Kuan et al. (2017)

Lung CT Detection (lung nodules) Setio et al. (2016)

Lung CT Segmentation (airway) Charbonnier et al. (2017)

Lung X-ray Classification (lung nodules) Wang et al. (2017a)

Lung X-ray Classification (tuberculosis) Lakhani and Sundaram (2017)

Lung X-ray Detection (lung nodules) Nam et al. (2018)

Lung X-ray Detection (various pathologic condition including emphysema, granuloma, and etc.) Shin et al. (2016a)

CT computed tomography, MG mammography, MRI magnetic resonance image, fMRI functional MRI
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Application of deep learning for the drug discovery

Structure-based virtual screening is a computational

approach to discover new drug candidates with the basic

knowledge of the 3D structure of the target molecule and

has been widely studied as a cost-effective alternative to

labor-intensive experimental methods (Danishuddin and

Khan 2015). Many computer algorithms have been devel-

oped to estimate target structures and docking mechanisms

against a target, which can be further improved by deep

learning such as AlphaFold, a DeepMind’s software to

predict protein 3D structures (Anderson 2003; Senior et al.

2018). In contrast, ligand-based drug design relies on the

knowledge of ligand molecules that bind to the biological

target of interest (Acharya et al. 2011). The quantitative

structure–activity relationship (QSAR) or quantitative

structure–property relationship (QSPR) is one of the most

widely used tools to identify lead compounds from many

candidates when the receptor protein structure is not known

(Svetnik et al. 2003; Tropsha 2010). QSAR/QSPR in

ligand-based virtual screening is based on the assumption

that for a group of similar compounds, the structural

molecular characteristics (descriptors) such as the geo-

metric, steric, and electronic properties would be quanti-

tatively correlated with biological activities (Acharya et al.

2011). However, traditional machine learning approaches

could test only a few molecular descriptors at once because

these methods could not process a very large quantity of

multi-dimensional data. Consequently, the selection of

suitable molecular descriptors became crucial for the reli-

ability of the model. Thus, it could be a time-consuming

and rigorous task to find out critical combinations of

molecular descriptors for a faithful model (Zhang et al.

2017). On top of that, recent advancements of high-

throughput screening techniques in drug discovery accel-

erated the generation of big data, requiring high-dimen-

sional data processing. As a result, deep learning has drawn

attention, since it can automatically extract critical features

from high-dimensional heterogeneous data, without man-

ually selecting molecular descriptors (Chen et al. 2018).

Moreover, deep learning-based virtual screening can pro-

cess a massive volume of structural data in an efficient

manner for discriminating the desired characteristics in

molecules (Lusci et al. 2013). Thus, the capability of deep

learning that recognizes representative features directly

from structures without predefined sets of descriptors

proved it had distinct advantages over other machine

learning methods. Not only can deep learning assess the

effectiveness of candidate molecules, but deep learning can

also estimate drug-target interactions (Wen et al. 2017),

which is useful for pharmacodynamics modeling. In addi-

tion, possible adverse drug events can be predicted by

building a deep neural network-based identifier for drug-

drug interactions (Ryu et al. 2018), suggesting that the

application of deep learning can be extended to the field of

pharmacokinetic profiling. Taken together, drug discovery

will be accelerated by utilizing deep learning techniques,

especially for in silico drug design and computer-aided

ADMET (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion,

and toxicity) profiling. The advantage of deep learning in

big data processing, coupled with rapid accumulation of

chemical data (Papadatos et al. 2015; Gilson et al. 2016;

Table 2 Brief overview of papers using deep learning to analyze pathology slides

Tissue or cell type Modality Task References

Breast tissue H&E Detection (mitosis) Veta et al. (2015)

Breast tissue H&E Detection (invasive ductal carcinoma) Cruz-Roa et al. (2014)

Breast tissue IHC Detection and segmentation (lobular structures) Apou et al. (2016)

Colorectal tissue H&E Classification (colorectal polyps) Korbar et al. (2017)

Colorectal tissue H&E Classification and detection (nucleus) Sirinukunwattana et al. (2016)

Colorectal tissue H&E Prediction (outcome in colorectal cancer) Bychkov et al. (2018)

Colorectal tissue H&E Segmentation (colon glands) Kainz et al. (2017)

Kidney tissue H&E Prediction (kidney function) Ledbetter et al. (2017)

Lung tissue H&E Classification (cancer type) Coudray et al. (2018)

Prediction (genetic mutation)

Neuronal tissue EM Segmentation (cell) Ronneberger et al. (2015)

Prostate tissue H&E Detection (prostate cancer) Litjens et al. (2016)

Renal and prostate tissue IHC Classification (nucleus) Bauer et al. (2016)

Sentinel lymph node H&E Detection (metastatic breast cancer) Wang et al. (2016)

Thyroid tissue H&E Classification (thyroid pathology) Kim et al. (2016a)

EM electron microscopy, H&E hematoxylin and eosin stain, IHC immunohistochemistry
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Kim et al. 2016b) and other medical data, will synergisti-

cally lead to the development of powerful virtual screening

systems that can open up new potentials in the field of drug

discovery.

Concluding remarks

We briefly reviewed the learning mechanisms of deep

neural networks and the application of deep learning

techniques in several research fields where it shows great

potential. Although we selected radiology, pathology and

drug discovery as representative examples, deep learning

has been applied for wider variety of problems in

biomedical and health informatics domains including

bioinformatics, medical imaging, pervasive sensing, med-

ical informatics, and public health issues (Yao et al. 2018;

Ravi et al. 2017). In bioinformatics, deep learning can be

applied for the analysis of DNA sequence, gene expression

profile, and protein structures to help diagnosis of diseases,

prognostic prediction, and drug design. Huge amounts of

data from various sensors including EEG, electrocardio-

gram, and many implantable and wearable devices can also

be effectively analyzed by deep learning technique.

Application of deep learning on other medical big data

such as electronic health records, lab test results, and even

lifelong data can reveal unexpected important factors to

influence disease status hidden in the big data. Because

deep learning spans such a wide range of applications, we

anticipate that practice of medicine would be greatly

affected by deep learning in a near future. For example,

future pathologists may not be required to review the entire

pathologic slides daily generated from patients. Since deep

learning-based classifiers can yield a probability map of the

tissue indicating cancer (Fig. 6), only ambiguous slides

(Fig. 6b) will be necessary to be evaluated by pathologists.

Although deep learning has come into the limelight,

there are a few obstacles that deep learning should over-

come to be more widely utilized in medical practice. First,

for maximizing the potential of deep learning, the creation

of the large databases of well-annotated medical data is

crucial. Although the digitization of medical data has been

strongly encouraged in hospitals, current forms of digitized

data are not standardized to train the deep neural network.

Because deep learning requires very specific and precise

labeling of the data for successful training, medical experts

have to reexamine and annotate huge amounts of medical

data to make them suitable for deep learning. As it is a time

consuming and costly task, this has been one of the major

hurdles for the application of deep learning in wider fields

of medicine. Cooperative efforts to build large datasets of

labeled medical data, such as The Cancer Imaging Archive

(http://www.cancerimagingarchive.net) and Genomic Data

Commons Data Portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov),

might help to overcome this difficulty. Second, it would be

ideal that a computer-aided diagnostic system clearly jus-

tify its outcomes as physicians take the final responsibility

for their medical judgment when they make a decision with

the aid of deep learning techniques. However, deep learn-

ing is currently a black-box-like system where the decision

process cannot be clearly explained. Because of the com-

plexity of incorporating millions to billions of parameters,

it is difficult to understand how deep learning analyzes data

to draw a decision in detail. This opaque nature is another

hurdle that deep learning should ideally overcome to hasten

the practical utilization of neural networks in clinical

settings.

The era of deep learning-assisted medical practice is

now dawning. Currently, deep learning has been applied to

solve a few specialized tasks in medicine. However, if the

aforementioned obstacles can be overcome in the near

future and more physicians can appreciate the benefits of

Fig. 6 Tumor probability map of two stomach tissue slides. Normal segments were overlaid with blue color. Tumor segments were overlaid with

red color. The segments with 50% of tumor probability were overlaid with green color. a Slide with mass of high tumor probability region.

b Slide with plenty of ambiguous segments. Insets demonstrate color distribution between normal (N) and tumor (T)
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deep learning, deep learning techniques will greatly change

how medicine is practiced, considering the precise diag-

nostic tools and new drugs developed by deep learning.

Physicians of the next generation will likely make a deci-

sion based on deep learning-guided supporting systems in a

variety of tasks in medicine and give prescriptions of new

drugs discovered by deep learning-assisted virtual

screening.
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